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JANUARY MEETING
January 8, 2015
McGraw-Hill Construction – Outlook 2015
Joint Meeting with AIA Central Arizona Chapter
The November 17/24 2014 Edition of McGraw Hill’s Engineering News-Record ENR
indicates that the “Recovery Turns From Tentative to Solid” for 2015. The construction
industry has been experiencing signs of a recovery, but are challenges still ahead?
McGraw-Hill Construction has established its unique position to provide knowledgeable
insight to the economy and the construction industry. Our guest speaker for the
Thursday, January 8, 2015 lunch meeting will be Cliff Brewis, McGraw-Hill
Construction’s Senior Director of Editorial Operations. Mr. Brewis will be providing
McGraw Hill’s unique perspective of the 2015 construction outlook.
In an effort to “make sense of it all” and to help you prepare your business for the near
future, the program will begin by reviewing the national economy, including a
discussion on the impact of immediate influences. Mr. Brewis will provide an analysis
of specific construction segments and review the driving forces behind
selected sectors of public and private construction.
Mr. Brewis was our guest speaker, to a full house, last January with a
forecast that was not as promising as the upcoming one in 2015 holds
for us. Make plans to join us for one of the more engaging programs of
the year.
List 4 educational objectives to be covered in the presentation:
1. Understanding of the current economy and its impact on the construction industry
2. Understanding of other current influences and their impact on the construction
industry
3. Analysis of specific construction segments and their relative position in the market
4. Review of driving forces behind selected public and private construction sectors
Cost
Members: Free
Non-Members: $25
Time
11:00 AM Registration/Networking
11:30 AM Introductions/Chapter Business
12:00 PM Presentation
12:50 PM Closing Remarks
Location
DoubleTree Suites
320 North 44th Street
Phoenix, AZ

Reservations can be made by online at:
http://tinyurl.com/CSIPhoenixJanuary2015
- ORLouise Rehse at 602-258-7499 or Louise@TheReferenceLibrary.com
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PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE
By: T.J. Valdez, CSI , The Twenty-One Tech Company, Inc.

As 2014 comes to an end and 2015 dawns before us, it is only natural to take a look at the horizon to see what
the next year will bring. Perhaps most exciting for your chapter is the renewed commitment I just received from
a handful of our most respected Arizona spec writers. I’ve teased the fact that we may be coming out with some
sort of program to help those that have recently been tasked with writing specs for their firms. Well with our
professors just about nailed down, it looks like we’re one step closer to making that a reality. The details haven’t
been fleshed out yet, but here’s the idea:
Your firm is one of the many who, rather than (or as a complement to) having an
in-house spec writer or hiring a spec consultant, relies on its PM’s or PA’s to write the
specs for their own projects. If this is a new role for you, you may feel a little intimidated
or overwhelmed. Although you know how to read and understand the specs, writing
them is a whole new ballgame. You may be feeling a little…
But don’t worry! Your firm has MasterSpec and that’s all you
need in life, right? Right???? And then you’re hit with substitution requests, prior
approvals (Wait, there’s a difference?!?), submittals, change orders, the kitchen sink,
and….now you want to pull your hair out.
Whether you’re a rep, a GC, a subcontractor, a new spec writer, or an old hand at
this, the plan is create a course of classes that will help you understand all of this
better and help you do your job more effectively. So how can you help us help you? Shoot me an email and let
me know that you want to help create the curriculum. You get to have a say in what you’ll be learning about. You
can email me with suggestions, with burning questions with which you’ve been wrestling (Please keep it on
topic. I don’t know what that rash is or where it came from!) or just a quick note that you’d like to participate in
the meetings that will shape and define these classes.
And after you’ve taken the classes that you’ve helped design and you’re kicking tail
at your job?

Happy holidays, everyone!
TJ Valdez, CSI
CSI Phoenix Chapter President

January 8, 2015
McGraw-Hill Construction – Outlook 2015

DECEMBER HOLIDAY PARTY RECAP
By: Tim Garver, CSI, CDT, LEED AP, MPI ACT, MPI ACS, Affiliate Member AIA Arizona , Dunn Edwards Paints

On December 11th, CSI Phoenix Chapter
members and guests attended the holiday
party held at the Phoenix Zoo and enjoyed
the annual presentation of Zoolights.
What is ZooLights? Take a look at the
photos below!
The party location was at the Podd Ramada
near Lemur Island. The food and drink was
very good. Everyone had a good time. It was
an enjoyable and beautiful night!

THANK YOU DRINK SPONSORS

HOLIDAY GIFTS FOR THE DO-IT-YOURSELF PAINTER
Originally published by Paint Quality Institute
Submitted by Tim Garver, CSI, CDT, LEED AP, Dunn Edwards

Tired of giving the same old holiday presents (scarves, sweaters, or sweets)? If your significant other is among
the legions of do-it-yourself painters, why not think outside the box this year and give something to help with his
or her painting?
Paint shelves are filled with clever items that make painting easier and more enjoyable, according to Debbie
Zimmer, spokesperson for the Paint Quality Institute. Give one or more of the following and you’ll be fondly remembered whenever it’s time to paint:
Cutting-in tool.. Often, the most time-consuming part of a paint job is cutting-in the corners and edges – but
you can help your favorite painter cut that time in half with a cutting-in tool. Spring for one of the most efficient
models to help him or her save even more time.
Masking tool. Another way to speed painting around edges and corners is with an automatic masking tape dispenser. Similar to packing tape dispensers, these tools let the painter quickly apply the tape and cut it to the desired length with a quick flick of the wrist.
Aluminum bench. When painting interior walls and ceilings, most do-it-yourselfers use stepladders; but the
pros know better. A sturdy aluminum bench is easier to work from, easier to move, and makes for a more stable
painting platform. It’s also a handy place to sit down and take a break!
Short-handled paintbrushes. If you’ve ever done any painting, you know what a challenge it can be to use a
brush or roller behind a toilet, radiator, heavy furniture, or in any tight area. That’s why the short-handled paintbrush is such a godsend. These mini-brushes make it easy to apply paint in those hard-to-reach spots.
Paintbrush light. Cloudy days and dim light make painting difficult. But a battery-powered paintbrush light –
which attaches right to the brush handle – can counter the gloom, and light up dark areas to make painting easier.
Brush comb. Need another stocking stuffer? Why not a brush comb? This handy little item helps stretch the life
of those expensive paintbrushes by removing paint residue from the bristles; some models even double as
squeegees that remove excess paint from roller covers.
That’s the skinny on shopping ideas for your favorite do-it-yourself painter. Any (or all) of the above items would
make his or her holiday season picture perfect!
For more information on interior painting, color selection, and newly developed paint and primer products, visit
the Paint Quality Institute blog at blog.paintquality.com.

Press Releases (Newsletter and Announcements page only)
1-2 page announcements re personal changes, project awards or completions,
industry recognition, etc. No product announcements. Provided in PDF or Word format.
Help Wanted (Newsletter and Announcements page only)
Up to 75 word description, can be run anonymously.

AIA ARIZONA JANUARY CALENDAR
January 1st—Phoenix Metro Affiliates Meeting
January 8th—Phoenix Metro Board of Directors
January 28th—Advocacy Committee

www.AIA-Arizona.org

SHELDON WOLFE
Manufacturers’ Specifications Don’t Follow CSI’s Practice Guide;
Why Are you Surprised
CSI's practice documents - MasterFormat, SectionFormat, and the Practice
Guides - present a unified and consistent approach to preparing and
interpreting construction documents based on AIA or EJCDC general
conditions and related documents. They also are applicable to documents
produced by most other organizations, though some modification may be
necessary. When teaching CSI classes, I emphasize the overall organization
of these documents as a first principle; with that in mind, it's easier to
understand why things are organized the way they are, and to see how they
all work together. This sometimes leads to comments and questions, such
as, "That's not the way my office does it!" and "Why don't this manufacturer's
specifications follow those rules?"
Together, CSI's practice documents provide a firm but adaptable framework
for preparing construction documents. They provide enough structure so, as
the old adage says, there is "a place for everything and everything in its
place." On the other hand, they are sufficiently flexible to allow one to specify
just about anything imaginable.
Although these documents create a fairly complete framework, they do not go into great detail about how to
address all matters: there is no standard specification for concrete; a number of optional methods are offered;
there is no boilerplate text for any part of a specification beyond article titles, and even those are suggestions.
The specifier, following the principles of the practice documents, is left to supply the remaining detail.
Obviously, this leaves a lot to be done. If a specifier were to start with nothing more than access to products,
it would take a long time to assemble a set of master specifications. The widespread availability of reference
standards is of inestimable help, making it possible to easily define performance testing methods and properties.
However, even with these standards, writing even a simple section could take many hours, and the amount of
research that would be required for a complex system or assembly could be overwhelming. (Reference
standards are not without their own problems; see "Faith-based specifications."
Fortunately, a few entrepreneurial
people, and later, manufacturers
themselves, saw an unfulfilled
need and began to produce master
guide specifications for a great variety of construction products and
systems. Unfortunately, the results
typically have not followed the rules
established by AIA and CSI documents. Even worse, guide specifications often are used verbatim or
with only minor changes, and without much concern about how well
they are written. A common excuse
is that they are incorporated late in
a project, but it's not unusual to see
them become office masters with
little change.

Manufacturers have a defensible position; they are in business to sell products, and they have a tendency to
stack the deck any way they can in their own proprietary specifications. I'm not saying it's right, and it definitely
doesn't comply with CSI practice guides, but it's understandable. How many times have you seen a
manufacturer's guide specification that requires the product be produced by only that manufacturer, not
once, but two or three times? From their viewpoint, it makes sense to identify the manufacturer under Section
Includes, Quality Assurance, Manufacturers, Components, Assemblies, and a few more times under
Execution. Some manufacturers also like to include a variety of restrictive specifications that have little to
do with performance or quality. I won't be surprised if some day I see a manufacturer's specification that
includes something like, "Label: Must include the words Acme Widgets, Inc."
Still, I can't get too excited when a manufacturer writes a specification that eliminates the competition. They
still offer useful information, and the price is right. The sad thing is that some designers apparently don't
realize what's going on, and leave all of the proprietary provisions in place - and then call it a competitive
specification!
Regardless of how guide specifications are written, the designer should modify them so they express what is
needed by the owner and the project.
© 2014, Sheldon Wolfe, RA, FCSI, CCS, CCCA, CSC
Agree? Disagree? Leave your comments at http://swspecificthoughts.blogspot.com/.

Thank you Sherwin Williams for supporting the chapter
by being an email sponsor and banner ad on the website.

CLICK HERE

January 8, 2015
Member Meeting
McGraw-Hill Construction –
Outlook 2015

UPCOMING EDUCATION EVENTS
March 19th and 20th—CCCA Prep
April 10th— Let’s Get Dirty at Sherwin Williams

COMBINATION AIR AND WATER-RESISTIVE
BARRIERS IN EXTERIOR WALLS
The following article was submitted by our member, Jim Nisted, CSI, LEED GA, AWCI CEP, Technical Sales
Associate Dryvit Systems, Inc. The full article was originally published by Architectural Record magazine.
The author of the article is Peter J. Arsenault, FAIA, NCARB,LEED AP. Click here to download the full 10 page
article. Click here to read the additional 6 pages of online content.
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Combination Air and
Water-Resistive Barriers
in Exterior Walls

Photo courtesy of Dryvit Systems, Inc.

Thin fluid-applied membranes can have the same or
better performance than other options
Sponsored by Dryvit Systems, Inc. | By Peter J. Arsenault, FAIA, NCARB, LEED AP

T

he design and performance of exterior
walls has received a lot of deserved
attention in recent years. Building science
research, code updates, and sustainable building
design innovation have all contributed to greater
understanding and implementation of best
practices related to air, water, and vapor barriers
in exterior walls. All three of these barriers are
important to not only control energy usage
in buildings but also to assure the longevity
and durability of a wall system across its life
cycle. Nonetheless, the growth in available
information can cause confusion on what
really works in a particular wall assembly in a
particular climate. Worse, in a rapidly changing
industry, building and design professionals
sometimes rely on outdated information and fail
to recognize the benefits of the latest, well-tested
and proven products or systems.

International Building Code—
Leading the Way on Wall
Performance

During the past few decades, the International
Building Code (IBC) has been regularly
updated to be much more specific regarding
requirements for exterior wall construction.
Some of these are prescriptive requirements
meaning that compliance is based on following
a prescribed level of performance that may
vary by location or situation. For example, if
we were discussing fire egress requirements in
a commercial building, we would see that the
number of exit doors required by the IBC is
calculated based on prescriptive requirements
related to occupancy, area, and use. By contrast
other code requirements are simply mandatory
regardless of situation, meaning that they
must be present and they must meet minimum
standards of performance. In our egress
example, the presence of opening protectives
(automatic door closers) is a mandatory code
requirement on every exit door regardless
of other factors. When it comes to exterior
walls, air, water, and vapor barriers fall into

the mandatory category—all are required in
virtually all cases with only one variable for
vapor barriers based on location.
IBC Definitions
Recognizing that there has been some confusion
on the role and function of air, water, and vapor
barriers as related to wall construction, the
committee of professionals involved in writing
and updating the codes spend considerable time
and effort on establishing appropriate definitions
for code-mandated elements. Specifically,
the latest (2012) version of the International
Building Code includes in Chapter 2, Section
202 a number of relevant definitions as part of
the list of standard definitions used in the code.
These include specific definitions for exterior
walls, vapor barriers (as contrasted with a vapor
permeable membrane), and water-resistant
barriers (WRBs). For the sake of consistency, we
will use the same terms with the same meanings
throughout this article. (See sidebar on p. XX.)
IBC Exterior Wall Requirements
Chapter 14 of the IBC describes the particulars
for exterior walls including mandatory
performance requirements (IBC 1403). In clear
and certain terms, it states that “Exterior walls
shall provide the building with a weatherresistant exterior wall envelope.” It goes on to
require that “The exterior wall envelope shall
include flashing … (and) shall be designed and
constructed in such a manner as to prevent the
accumulation of water within the wall assembly
by providing a water-resistive barrier behind
the exterior veneer … and a means for draining
water that enters the assembly to the exterior.”
Keeping in mind that this is all about the general
integrity of the exterior wall, the clear intent is to
avoid damage to the wall from water and weather
by requiring the use of flashing, a water-resistive
barrier, and drainage for any water that does
penetrate. There are some exceptions listed for
concrete or masonry walls or exterior insulation
and finish systems (EIFS) provided other relevant

portions of the IBC are followed. There is also an
exception for showing compliance for drainage
through testing as prescribed in the code (IBC
1403.2). Some details of these requirements are
elaborated on as follows:
▶ Flashing. The mandatory and prescriptive
details of flashing are specifically called out to
“be installed in such a manner so as to prevent
moisture from entering the wall or to redirect
it to the exterior. Flashing shall be installed at
the perimeters of exterior door and window
assemblies, penetrations and terminations
of exterior wall assemblies, exterior wall
intersections with roofs, chimneys, porches,
decks, balconies and similar projections, and
at built-in gutters and similar locations where
moisture could enter the wall.” (IBC 1405.4)
Properly detailed and installed flashing is
clearly a must.
▶ Fire testing of water-resistive barriers. The
code recognizes that the use of a water-resistive
barrier cannot compromise the fire and flame
propagation requirements of the rest of the code.
Hence it states: “Exterior walls on buildings of
Type I, II, III or IV construction that are greater
than 40 feet (12,192 mm) in height above grade
plane and contain a combustible water-resistive
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barrier shall be tested in accordance with and
comply with the acceptance criteria of NFPA
285.” (IBC 1403.5) The cited test is NFPA 285:
Standard Fire Test Method for Evaluation of
Fire Propagation Characteristics of Exterior
Non-Load-Bearing Wall Assemblies Containing
Combustible Components. This test applies
to an entire wall assembly that contains
any combustible products. The intent is to
determine if the entire assembly, not just any
particular product, can be declared safe under
specific fire conditions. As such, compliance
is determined not by testing an individual
material but a full assemw
▶ Vapor barriers. Looking at the total wall
assembly, the code states “Protection against
condensation in the exterior wall assembly shall
be provided…” (IBC 1403.2) which recognizes
the damage potential from vapor condensing in
an exterior wall and deteriorating construction
materials through rot, rust, or mold. Hence
the code goes on to require, based on the IBC
definitions, that “Class I or II vapor retarders shall
be provided on the interior side of frame walls in
Zones 5, 6, 7, 8 and Marine 4.” (IBC 1405.3) Zones
are determined by looking in the International
Energy Conservation Code (IECC) but the

requirement for its inclusion remains in the IBC.
The IBC does allow for some cases where Class III
vapor retarders can be used depending on the wall
construction details (IBC 1405.3.1).
International Energy
Conservation Code—
Raising the Bar

While the IBC establishes the basic
requirements for exterior walls from a
general building construction sense, the 2012
International Energy Conservation Code
(IECC) goes further to address energy use in
buildings. The beauty of the family of codes
prepared by the International Code Council
(ICC) is the coordination between them,
meaning that these two codes have been
painstakingly reviewed to complement and
not contradict each other among concurrent
versions. Hence the IECC uses similar format
and language to the IBC but also acknowledges
the need to coordinate requirements.
IECC Definitions
The IECC uses the same general building
definitions as the IBC but goes on to add a few
that are specific to energy conservation. Among

CONTINUING EDUCATION
EARN ONE AIA/CES HSW
learning unit (lu)

Learning Objectives
After reading this article, you should be
able to:
1. E xplore the latest code and design
standards for development of continuous
air barrier requirements for exterior wall
assemblies.
2. Assess the various air barriers and waterresistive barriers (WRBs) on the market
today.
3. Analyze the differences between the
various product types for performance
and installation characteristics.
4. Investigate the difference between
thinner fluid-applied film, polymer-based
combination air/WRBs and those that are
thicker, asphalt-based air/WRBs.
To receive AIA/CES credit, you are required
to read the entire article and pass the test.
Go to ce.architecturalrecord.com for
complete text and to take the test for free.
AIA/CES COURSE #K1411P

Continuing Education

Exterior walls of all types need to meet
updated code requirements for continuous
barriers against air, water, and vapor.
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Image courtesy of International Code Council

2012 International
Building Code (IBC)
Section 202 Definitions
Exterior Wall
A wall, bearing or nonbearing, that is
used as an enclosing wall for a building,
other than a fire wall, and that has a
slope of 60 degrees (1.05 rad) or greater
with the horizontal plane.
Exterior Wall Envelope
A system or assembly of exterior wall
components, including exterior wall
finish materials, that provides protection
for the building structural members,
including framing and sheathing
materials, and conditioned interior
space, from the detrimental effects of
the exterior environment.
Exterior Surfaces
Weather-exposed surfaces.
Exterior Wall Covering
A material or assembly of materials
applied on the exterior side of exterior
walls for the purpose of providing a
weather-resisting barrier, insulation or
for aesthetics, including but not limited
to, veneers, siding, exterior insulation
and finish systems, architectural trim and
embellishments such as cornices, soffits,
fascias, gutters, and leaders.
Water-Resistive Barrier
A material behind an exterior wall
covering that is intended to resist liquid
water that has penetrated behind the
exterior covering from further intruding
into the exterior wall assembly.
Vapor Permeable Membrane
The property of having a moisture vapor
permeance rating of 10 perms (5.7 x
10-10 kg/Pa x s x m2) or greater, when
tested in accordance with the desiccant
method using Procedure A of ASTM E
96. A vapor permeable material permits
the passage of moisture vapor.
Vapor Retarder Class
A measure of a material or assembly’s
ability to limit the amount of moisture
that passes through that material or
assembly. Vapor retarder class shall be
defined using the desiccant method of
ASTM E 96 as follows:
Class I: 0.1 perm or less.
Class II: 0.1 perm - ≤ 1.0 perm.
Class III: 1.0 perm - ≤ 10 perm.

The International Energy Conservation Code indicates climate zones
and requires the use of air barriers as an energy conservation measure.

them are air barriers, which are recognized as a
significant deterrent to air infiltration flowing
through exterior wall systems. Such air flow is
understood to alter the indoor air makeup of
a building such that it will cause heating and
cooling systems within a conditioned space to
work harder and use more energy. It can also
contribute to people inside the building being
less comfortable and adjusting the thermostat
set points to compensate but using more energy
in the process. Note that the IECC clarifies that
both above-grade and below-grade walls are part
of its definition of exterior walls.
IECC Air Barrier Requirements
There are specific, mandatory requirements
for air barriers that are addressed for both
residential and commercial buildings in the
IECC. The commercial building requirements
are actually less stringent and detailed than the
requirements for residential buildings but far
reaching and thorough nonetheless in terms of the
thermal envelope—including exterior walls. Also, it
should be noted that compliance with the IECC can
be demonstrated either by following the provisions
of the code directly or by showing compliance with
ANSI/ ASHRAE / IESNA Standard 90.1. While
the overall energy performance of buildings
is generally the same between the different
compliance methods, there are differences
in details, including differences in detailed
requirements for air barriers. For this discussion,
we will be focused on the IECC compliance path.
▶ Air barrier location. The IECC makes it
very clear that “A continuous air barrier shall
be provided throughout the building thermal
envelope.” (IECC C402.4.1) That means all

surfaces including walls. It goes on to say “The
air barriers shall be permitted to be located on
the inside or outside of the building envelope,
located within the assemblies composing
the envelope, or any combination thereof.”
Typically, air barriers are placed on the outside
of the wall assembly to prevent air infiltration
from entering the assembly. Placing the air
barrier on the outside of the walls also makes
it much easier to maintain continuity across
floors, ceilings, demising walls, etc.
▶ Air barrier continuity. The IECC imposes
several mandatory requirements for the
construction and use of an air barrier,
including that it “shall be continuous for all
assemblies that are the thermal envelope of the
building and across the joints and assemblies.”
(IECC C402.4.1.1) Further, recognizing the
importance of joints and seams, the code
requires “Air barrier joints and seams shall be
sealed, including sealing transitions in places
and changes in materials.” Similarly, at all
penetrations, “the air barrier shall be caulked,
gasketed, or otherwise sealed in a manner
compatible with the construction materials
and location.” (IECC C402.4.2) In all cases,
joints, seams, seals, and penetrations “shall
be securely installed in or on the joint for its
entire length so as not to dislodge, loosen, or
otherwise impair its ability to resist positive
and negative pressure from wind, stack effect,
and mechanical ventilation.” Achieving this
performance requires attention to detail not
just in design but in construction as well.
▶ Air permeability. The IECC relies on ASTM
testing for the determination of a material
or assembly to be considered an air barrier.

educational-advertisement	
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Air Barrier Association of
America—Offering Clarity

The Air Barrier Association of America
(ABAA) is a not-for-profit trade organization
dedicated to advancing knowledge about air
barriers. Founded in 2001, it is a membershipbased association with a diverse makeup
of manufacturers, suppliers, distributors,
architects, engineers, contractors,
researchers, testing and audit agencies,
consultants, and building owners. While
their first focus has been on air barriers, they
more recently have begun to address waterPhoto courtesy of Dryvit Systems, Inc.

Continuity of
an air barrier
(shown in blue
under final
cladding) is
required across
all floors,
around all
openings,
and at all
penetrations.

Continuing Education

Specifically ASTM E2178 Standard Test Method
for Air Permeance of Building Materials
establishes air permeability for a particular
material to be no greater than 0.004 cfm/ft 2
(0.02 L/s • m2) under a pressure differential
of 0.3 inches water gauge (w.g.) (75 Pa). This
threshold is based on historical requirements
used in Canada and based on the amount of
air that penetrates through a sheet of gypsum
wallboard. Turning from a single material to an
air barrier assembly, the threshold is not as strict
but still a significant level to achieve. ASTM
E2357 Standard Test Method for Determining
Air Leakage of Air Barrier Assemblies and
ASTM E1677 Standard Specification for Air
Barrier (AB) Material or System for Low-Rise
Framed Building Walls are cited by the IECC
for assembly compliance. In these cases, an
average air leakage not to exceed 0.04 cfm/
ft 2 (0.2 L/s • m 2) under a pressure differential
of 0.3 inches of water gauge (w.g.) (75 Pa)
is required. Going from 4 thousandths to 4
hundredths of a cubic foot per minute might
seem to be a big difference but the net number
is still very small. Its significance lies in the fact
that all of the joints, seams, connections, etc.
need to be included in the test to be sure that
the total assembly does indeed perform as a
complete, un-breached air barrier.

Fluid-applied membrane systems can be applied to an appropriate substrate by using a trowel,
a roller, or a sprayer as field conditions may warrant.		

resistive barriers as well. The association
seeks to raise the standard of proficiency and
effectiveness of the industry through quality
assurance programs, education, lobbying, and
marketing of the industry to government, the
professional community, building owners,
utilities, and other industry stakeholders.
Among the messages they have conveyed, they
point out that the U.S. Department of Energy
has stated that up to 40 percent of the energy
used to heat and cool a building is due to
uncontrolled air leakage.
ABAA has become recognized as a go-to
source for all things related to air barriers
by the general design, construction, and
manufacturing community. For design
professionals, they provide technical
information on air barriers, guide specifications,
and accredited continuing education on relevant
topics. For manufacturers they offer a product
evaluation process whereby manufactured air
barriers and/or water-resistive barriers and
assemblies can be accredited and approved by
the ABAA. In this regard they indicate that the
performance of an air barrier assembly is of
far greater importance than the air permeance
of an individual material since a highly rated
material won’t matter much if the joints, seams,
and penetrations are letting air through. For
contractors and installers, they offer quality
assurance training for field-installed systems

including accreditation and certification
for those who demonstrate proficiency. In
short, they have become the recognized
certification source for all aspects of designing,
manufacturing, and installing air barriers and
water-resistive barriers in thermal envelopes.
Conventional Barrier Materials
All of these criteria are important and
establish the basis for performance and code
compliance, but ultimately it comes down to
selecting and using certain materials in a wall
construction assembly. As might be expected,
there are numerous choices that have been
traditionally used and accepted for each of
the barrier systems we are discussing. It is
worth pointing out that different materials
can provide a singular air barrier function,
a vapor barrier function, or a water-resistive
barrier function. There are also materials that
can provide a combination of two or even all of
these three functions.

Continues at ce.architecturalrecord.com

Peter J. Arsenault, FAIA, NCARB, LEED AP,
practices architecture, consults on green and
sustainable design, writes on technical topics, and
presents nationwide on all of the above.
www.linkedin.com/in/pjaarch

Outsulation® by Dryvit is a fully tested, code-compliant EIFS, providing an air/water-resistive barrier, exterior CI, and durable finishes
to buildings worldwide. Outsulation offers lower construction costs, improved energy efficiency, and long-term sustainability
compared to other exterior walls. The final appearance can look like brick, stucco, metal, granite, and limestone. www.dryvit.com
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Construction Documents Technology Seminar:

Understanding Construction
Contract Documents
A 3-day seminar for design and
construction professionals
seeking knowledge in the
relationship between and
application of construction
contract documents
 AND 
For candidates of CSI’s
Construction Documents
Technologist (CDT) certificate
examination

Sponsored by the
Construction Specifications Institute
Phoenix Chapter
Where:

The Reference Library
(see map on reverse side)

Dates:

March 19th through 21st, 2015

Times:

8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. (Lunch provided)
Registration at 7:30 a.m. on March 19th

Cost:

CSI Members/Nonmembers
Students (12+ credit hours)

$275.00
$85.00

Program Overview
This course is designed for entry level and experienced readers and writers of written Construction
Contract Documents. Each session is intended to be 8 hours in duration. The fundamental
information is intended for readers and writers of construction documents and presents an
understanding of how the documents are organized and specific procedures for following certain
requirements.
This course is also beneficial to candidates taking the CSI Construction Documents Technologist
(CDT) exam. Registration for the exam is independent of this seminar. The cost defined above is for
this seminar only and does not include any fees for the certification exams, or for the CSI Project
Delivery Practice Guide (PDPG), which serves as source material for the exam.
INFORMATION FOR INTERN ARCHITECTS!
Intern architects who take and pass the CDT exam can earn 40 supplementary education
hours towards their NCARB Certification.
The course content will also prepare intern architects for the Construction Documents and
Services Division of the Architectural Registration Examination (ARE®).

Program Content
Fundamentals – Concepts applicable to the basic understanding of the construction document process
Planning & Pre-Design – Activities and documents related to project conception and project delivery
Design - Activities and documents related to converting an owner's program into written and graphic documents
Procurement – Process of bidding, negotiating, and contracting to purchase the work
Construction – Activities and procedures related to the administration of the contract
Post-Construction – Activities and documents related to transition from construction to ongoing facility management

Registration Form
Name: ___________________________________ Occupation:
Company: ___________________________________________________ Work Phone:
Address: _________________________________ City: _____________________ ZIP:
E-mail address: ______________________________________________ CSI Member No.:
Registration:

 CSI member - $275

 Non-member - $275

 Student - $85

(SEATING IS LIMITED)
This seminar will be based on, and supported by, the CSI Project Delivery Practice Guide (PDPG) and AIA General
Conditions. Although study materials will be handed out in the seminar, it is highly recommended that you purchase a copy
of the PDPG if you plan on taking the CDT Examination. It is the essential study guide for the CDT exam and a valuable
office resource. AIA Document A201 General Conditions will be a part of the handout materials. Information on purchasing
the PDPG is available on the CSI web site at www.csinet.org and within the CSI catalog.

Two Options for Payment
1) Send Registration and Checks to:

2) Pay Online at CSI Phoenix Online Payment website:
Enter “CDT Spring 2015 Seminar” in Payment
Description field.
Email application to jill@thereferencelibrary.com,
fax to (602) 297-6613, or mail to address at left.

CSI Construction Documents Seminar
℅ The Reference Library
99 E. Virginia Ave., #140
Phoenix, AZ 85004
(Make checks payable to “CSI Phoenix”)

For Additional Information, Contact Jill Anderson at
jill@thereferencelibrary.com or 602-258-7499

The Reference Library
99 E. Virginia Ave., #140
Phoenix, Arizona 85004

E. Thomas Rd

N. Central Ave.
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JANUARY 2015

January 07
Johns Manville-K022 – Brian Dembowski – 602-524-4847
1 AIA LU with HSW

January 14
Mermet – Lisa Brown, 520-222-2860
1 AIA LU with HSW, 1 IDCEC and 1 GBCI

“JM BURSI – Roofing”

“Energy Efficiency & sustainable Design with Solar Protection
Fabrics”

The presentation will cover LTTR (Long Term Thermal Resistance).
We will discuss where it came from and why it is used. We will also
cover JM Enrgy3.E – Polyisocyanurate insulation with no halogenated
flame retardants.

JANUARY 21
Forbo – Kerry Dodd – 714-381-0134
1 AIA LU/HSW (K1307B) and 1 GBCI (0090009966) – BOTH CREDITS MUST
BE SELF REPORTED
“Full Transparency in Product Declaration”
This CEU gives an overview of issues related to product transparency. It defines
LCA, EPD and HPD and discusses the Impact Categories included in the
standard EPD. It addresses the missing elements of Human Toxicity and Ecotoxicity and conveys the importance of requesting Full Transparency when
specifying building products. After the presentation, attendees can go online and
take the test to earn their credits.

-Acknowledge the growth & evolving trends of the green economy,
sustainable building projects & the role of solar protection fabrics in
sustainable building design.
-Understand how solar shades can reduce energy load & improve indoor
environmental quality conditions
-Define the differences between common & high performance solar
shade fabrics from sustainable design & indoor environmental quality
perspectives.
January 28
The Synthetic Grass Store, Mary Clanton, 602-996-8873
1 AIA LU
“Understanding Today’s Artificial Turf”
This will be a fun interactive course that will offer a basic understanding about
synthetic grass yarns, backings, how it’s made, manufactured and installed. We
will talk about different turf applications and the durability, sustainability and
environmental impact.

PLEASE MAKE RESERVATIONS FOR THE FOLLOWING SEMINARS:
O
O
o
o

01/07 Johns Manville
01/14 Mermet
01/22 Forbo
01/28 Synthetic Grass

o
o
o
o

Phoenix

Call and remind me at
Call and remind me at
Call and remind me at
Call and remind me at

NAME(S)
(limit 3 from one company)

COMPANY

PHONE

RSVP TO THE REFERENCE LIBRARY – Fax 602-297-6613 Phone 602-258-7499
Email jill@thereferencelibrary.com

or

louise@thereferencelibrary.com
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JANUARY 2015

January 08
Inverse Lighting, Jason Davis, 702-449-6149
1 AIA LU

January 22
National Gypsum, David Sebastian, 602-996-3772
1 AIA with HSW (#NGC025)

“Architecture and Lighting: Understanding the Impact of
LED Technology”

“Acoustically Enhanced Gypsum Board Designed for High
STC Wall Assemblies”

We will discuss the existing technology, the history and
technology of LED lighting, how LED improves the lighting
opportunity and LED fixture use in exterior and interior
applications.

Participants of this course will learn about the different
sound resilient assemblies available for the design and
construction of high STC wall partitions. We will also
discuss fire rated assemblies, area separation walls & other
wall partitions that require reduced sound transmission from
space to space.

PLEASE MAKE RESERVATIONS FOR THE FOLLOWING SEMINARS:
o
o

01/08 Inverse Lighting
01/22 National Gypsum

o
o

Tempe

Call and remind me at
Call and remind me at

NAME(S)
(limit 3 from one company)

COMPANY

PHONE

RSVP TO THE REFERENCE LIBRARY – Fax 602-297-6613 Phone 602-258-7499
Email jill@thereferencelibrary.com

or

louise@thereferencelibrary.com
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JANUARY 2015

No presentation this month. Please note that IIDA
Unveiled is on January 15, 2015 at the Heard Museum
from 5:30-8:30.

PLEASE MAKE RESERVATIONS FOR THE FOLLOWING SEMINARS:
o

No Presentation this Month

o

Scottsdale

Call and remind me at

NAME(S)
(limit 3 from one company)

COMPANY

PHONE

RSVP TO THE REFERENCE LIBRARY – Fax 602-297-6613 Phone 602-258-7499
Email jill@thereferencelibrary.com

or

louise@thereferencelibrary.com
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OFFICERS 2014-2015
President
T.J. Valdez
The Twenty-One Tech Company, Inc.
480-226-5809
TJV@Twenty1Tec.com

Secretary
Mark Yarish
The Orcutt Winslow Partnership
602-257-1764
Yarish.M@OWP.com

President Elect
Eduardo Galindo
Ed Galindo Architect
480-751-8780
GalindoEd@outlook.com

Treasurer
Teri Hand
Tnemec/Southwest Coating Consultants
602-418-1268
THand@Tnemec.com

1st Vice President
Bobbi Jo Huskey
480-421-8186
BobbiJoHuskey@msn.com

Director (through 2015)
Jim Daniels
ATAS International, Inc.
480-558-7210
JDaniels@Atas.com

Gary Campbell
ASSA ABLOY .
480-688-7919
GCampbell@assaabloydss.com

Director (through 2016)
Kelly Gray
DLR Group
602-381-.8580
KGray@DLRGroup.com

Dennis Keane
Stego Industries
480-459-5749
DennisKeane@StegoIndustries.com

2nd Vice President
John Campbell
Marlene Imirzian & Associates Architects
480-399-1805
JohnRCampbell@cox.net

Past President
Brian McClure
Stantec
602-707-4799
Brian.McClure@Stantec.com

COMMITTEE CHAIRS 2014-2015
Certification
John Campbell
Marlene Imirzian & Associates Arch.
480-399-1805
JohnRCampbell@cox.net

Awards
Mark Yarish
The Orcutt Winslow Partnership
602-257-1764
Yarish.M@OWP.com

Media Communications
Tim Garver
Dunn-Edwards
602-714-7280
Tim.Garver@DunnEdwards.com

Professional Development
Richard Vullo
Hafele America
800-423-3531 ext. 5310
RVullo@hafeleamericas.com

Programs
Jeff Cox
HKS, Inc.
480-688-7919
JCox@HKSInc.com

Fundraising
Jeremy Gustafson
Arcadia Inc.
602-734-5330
JGustafson@ArcadiaInc.com

Technical
Jim Daniels
ATAS International, Inc.
480-558-7210
JDaniels@Atas.com

Kenn Lockhart Scholarship
Foundation
Brian McClure
Stantec
602-707-4799
Brian.McClure@Stantec.com

Membership
Merrilou Peek
PPG Architectural Coatings
602-377-4002
Merrilou.peek@PPGcom

Academic Programs
Vacant

